DARN GOOD RIPPLE INFINITY SCARF
by Alexandra Richards @EyeLoveKnots

Materials
3 50g Skeins DGY Silk Roving Worsted Weight Yarn
• US H/8 (5mm) Crochet Hook (not included)
• Tapestry Needle and Scissors (not included)

Pattern Notes
• Finished Measures: 40" Wide x 5.25" Tall
• Gauge: Not essential; 1 Repeat from left Double Crochet of 3 Double Crochet Cluster to end of chain before the next cluster = 4" Wide; 6 Rows = 3 5/8" Tall.
• Beginning Chain 3 counts as a double crochet plus chain 1. Slip stitch join at the end of the round to the 2nd chain of the beginning chain

Abbreviations
DC: Double Crochet
Mod-DC3tog: Modified Double Crochet Decrease Across 3 Stitches

To work a Mod-DC3tog: yarn over, (insert hook into the next stitch, yarn over, pull through, yarn over, pull through 2 loops, yarn over, skip the next stitch) 2x, insert hook into the next stitch, yarn over, pull through, yarn over, pull through 2 loops, yarn over, pull through all loops on hook.

Pattern
Beginning: Chain 300. Slip stitch join to form a ring. Chain 3. DC into the 1st chain, (skip the next chain, DC into the next chain, chain 1) 3x, skip the next chain, Mod-DC3tog, chain 1, (skip the next chain, DC into the next chain, chain 1) 3x, skip the next chain, [(dc, chain 1) 3x into the next chain, (skip the next chain, DC into the next chain, chain 1) 3x, skip the next chain, Mod-DC3tog, chain 1, (skip the next chain, DC into the next chain, chain 1) 3x, skip the next chain] 14x, DC into the 1st chain, chain 1. Join.

Rounds 2 - 8: Chain 3. DC into the same stitch, chain 1, (skip the next stitch, DC into the next DC, chain 1) 3x, skip the next stitch, Mod-DC3tog, chain 1, (skip the next stitch, DC into the next DC, chain 1) 3x, skip the next stitch, [(DC, chain 1) 3x into the next DC, (skip the next stitch, DC into the next DC, chain 1) 3x, skip the next stitch, Mod-DC3tog, chain 1, (skip the next stitch, DC into the next DC, chain 1) 3x, skip the next stitch] 14x, DC into the 1st stitch, chain 1. Join.

Finishing: fasten off, and weave in ends